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Abstract—3D integration is one of the promising solutions to overcome
the interconnect bottleneck with vertical interconnect through-silicon vias
(TSVs). This paper investigates the crosstalk in 3D IC designs, especially
the capacitive crosstalk in TSV interconnects. We propose a novel ω-
LAT coding scheme to reduce the capacitive crosstalk and minimize
the power consumption overhead in the TSV array. Combining with
the Transition Signaling, the LAT coding scheme restricts the number
of transitions in every transmission cycle to minimize the crosstalk and
power consumption. Compared to other 3D crosstalk minimization coding
schemes, the proposed coding can provide the same delay reduction with
more affordable overhead. The performance and power analysis show
that when ω is 4, the proposed LAT coding scheme can achieve 38%
interconnect crosstalk delay reduction compared to the data transmission
without coding. By reducing the value of ω, further reduction can be
achieved. 1

I. INTRODUCTION

With technology scaling, the interconnect delay becomes one of

the major bottlenecks due to the increasing delay gap between

interconnect and transistors. The interconnect delay problem can

be alleviated through migrating designs to the third dimension [2],

[3]. The vertical interconnect can dramatically reduce the routing

length and therefore result in smaller transmission delay and power

consumption. Nevertheless, the capacitive crosstalk, which is one of

the major contributors to delay and power consumption of on-chip

interconnect [1], is not eliminated in 3D designs.

As the key interconnect component in 3D ICs, through-silicon

vias (TSVs) substitute the long global wires in 2D designs and

enable the vertical stacking of dies for smaller footprint and the

capability of heterogeneous designs. In spite of these benefits, the

signal integrity issues in TSVs become the major challenges in 3D

designs [4], [5]. Studies show that the coupling problem is not

negligible in TSVs because of the relatively large diameter, which

results in TSV-to-TSV coupling, TSV-to-device coupling, and TSV

landing pad to wire/device coupling. In these coupling effects, the

TSV-to-TSV coupling attracts lots of research interests because of the

relatively large coupling noise and the lack of sufficient mitigation

methods. Elaborated analysis and modeling methods are provided

for the TSV-to-TSV coupling [5]–[8]. They claim that TSV-to-TSV

crosstalk problem is an important signal reliability issue and should

be taken into consideration during design phase.

Several crosstalk minimization techniques have been proposed in

2D designs, such as active shielding [9], data coding [10]–[12], and

wire spacing [13]. Other techniques to migrate the crosstalk delay

with negligible area overhead are proposed, such as alleviating the

crosstalk effect through transmission cycle tuning [14] by observing

that not all the transmissions result in large crosstalk delay. Nev-

ertheless, these techniques can’t be directly applied in 3D designs.

The additional dimension results in significant difference in crosstalk

problem analysis between 2D and 3D designs. In most 2D cases, the
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coupled wires are usually considered placed in the same planar and

each victim has only at most two aggressors, however, each victim

TSV is surrounded by at most eight aggressors in 3D and the crosstalk

noises come from the coupling capacitance network. Consequently,

the crosstalk analysis and elimination become complex in 3D designs.

In this paper, we propose a coding mechanism called ω-Less Adja-

cent Transition (LAT) to reduce the crosstalk delay and transmission

power in a TSV array. This mechanism encodes the input data to a

codeword which contains limited number of 1s (indicated by ω) in

every 3×3 TSV array. In the analysis, we show that by applying our

coding mechanism, the crosstalk delay can be reduced by 38% and

the power consumption overhead is minimized, when we constrain at

most four 1s in each 3×3 array (ω=4). Further delay reduction can

be obtained with a smaller value of ω with the cost of area overhead.

The contribution of this paper are as follows:

• A novel crosstalk and power consumption overhead minimiza-

tion mechanisms, ω-LAT, is proposed. This coding scheme takes

the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal TSVs of a victim into

consideration.

• Both the normal coding scheme and overhead optimization

schemes are explained. Their efficiency and advantage over other

crosstalk minimization schemes are shown through evaluations.

• Compared to previous 3D crosstalk avoidance coding mecha-

nism, LAT can maintain affordable overhead when the crosstalk

delay is aggressively reduced.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the

preliminaries on 3D capacitive crosstalk and the related work. The

framework of ω-LAT mechanism and the corresponding optimization

scheme with overhead analysis are described in Section III. The

comparison and the analysis of power consumption and transmission

delay are shown in Section IV. At last, the conclusion is drawn in

Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the capacitance crosstalk model

that is used in our mechanism. According to the crosstalk model, we

classify the crosstalk into 10 classes for the convenience of analysis in

the following sections. After that, the previous studies about crosstalk

reduction and elimination in both 2D and 3D designs are briefly

introduced.

A. Crosstalk in TSV Array

The coupling capacitance network among adjacent TSVs is shown

in Figure 1. In this model, the middle TSV i is the victim and proxi-

mate eight TSVs are aggressors. Due to the different distance, we use

Cd and Cc to represent the coupling capacitance of diagonal TSVs

and vertical/horizontal TSVs, respectively. CL is the capacitance

between TSV and bulk silicon, also known as the self-capacitance.

With the notation above, the approximate signal delay considering the
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Fig. 1. The capacitance crosstalk model in a 3×3 TSV array.

capacitance crosstalk can be expressed in the following equation [1],

[15]:

τi(α) = −RCL(1 + λ1(δi,i−3 + δi,i−1 + δi,i+1 + δi,i+3)+

λ2(δi,i−4 + δi,i−2 + δi,i+2 + δi,i+4)) (1)

where ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λ1 = Cc
CL

λ2 = Cd
CL

ΔVi = Vi(t
+)− Vi(t

−)

δi,k = abs(ΔVi−ΔVk
Vdd

)

In the above equations, Vi(t
+) and Vi(t

−) denote the voltages

before and after the transition. The value of δi,j can only be 0, 1, or 2

to represent the relative signal transition direction between victim and

aggressor. For example, if two signals in TSV i and k are switching

in the opposite directions (i.e. 0→ VDD and VDD → 0), δi,j equals

to 2 because ΔVi = VDD and ΔVk = −VDD . If two signals are

switching in the same direction, δi,j takes the value of 0. Note that

Equation 1 is applied when a transition happens on victim TSV i,
otherwise, there is no signal delay since signal i stays unchanged.

Assuming the ratio between Cd and Cc is 1/4 [16], the effective

crosstalk capacitance Ceff,i on victim TSV i is defined as follows:

Ceff,i = CL(1 + λ1(δi,i−3 + δi,i−1 + δi,i+1 + δi,i+3)+

λ1

4
(δi,i−4 + δi,i−2 + δi,i+2 + δi,i+4)) (2)

based on the effective coupling capacitance, we classify the

crosstalk into 10 categories . In addition to 0C to 8C classes

that have been defined in [16], we take the diagonal TSVs into

consideration and extend the crosstalk classes to 9C and 10C. In

brief, the classification can be done in the following steps:

• Initialize crosstalk class to 0C;

• Determine the transition direction of TSV i;
• Determine the accumulated δi,k for each vertical/horizontal TSV

according to the definition and increase the crosstalk class by∑
δi,kC ;

• Determine the accumulated δi,d for each diagonal TSV, if the

value exceeds 0.5, increase the crosstalk class by 1C.

B. Related Work

Plenty of research have been done to minimize or eliminate the

crosstalk delay in 2D design to close the increasing delay gap between

interconnect and transistor. Generally, there are mainly two types of

methods to handle the crosstalk problem: static methods and data

coding (CAC) [9]–[13]. Static methods include data shielding and

wire spacing in design time. The benefit of static methods is that

data input doesn’t need to be changed. However, large overhead is

introduced. Coding schemes try to minimize crosstalk by coding

the data input to avoid patterns that cause large crosstalk delay

during data transmission. These methods have been proposed and

their effectiveness is proved in the 2D regime.

Even though the crosstalk handling methods are mature in 2D

designs, they can’t be directly applied on 3D designs. Unlike in the

2D bus, where usually only two adjacent wires are considered as

aggressors, the additional dimension in 3D interconnect increases the

complexity in crosstalk minimization. Shielding and coding methods

have been initially explored, focusing this unique feature of 3D

designs.

The crosstalk problem and influence factors have been examined

in 3D designs [7], [8], [17]. These studies prove that by increasing

the pitch or inserting power/ground TSVs between signal TSVs, the

crosstalk noise can be significantly reduced. Nevertheless, this kind

of shielding method introduces large area overhead and increases

the routing complexity during design time. ShieldUS [15] suggests

to use data signals as shields to minimize the crosstalk during data

transmission. This approach remaps the bits that are relatively stable

as shields to separate the more active TSVs. The area overhead is

negligible in this method. However, the worst case delay cannot be

guaranteed and dynamic remapping circuitry introduces overhead.

3D Crosstalk avoidance code (CAC) is proposed and analyzed with

different levels of crosstalk minimizations [16]. The benefit of such

a coding scheme is that it can provide the desired level of crosstalk

minimization, therefore, the transmission delay can be guaranteed.

The disadvantage is that it requires significant extra interconnect

resources and the crosstalk from diagonal TSVs is not considered.

In this work, we propose a coding mechanism for 3D ICs, called

Less Adjacent Transmission. In addition to the consideration of diag-

onal TSV, the proposed approach can guarantee the crosstalk delay

in different levels while reduce the power consumption overhead in

data transmission.

III. 3D LAT CODING MECHANISM

In this section, the Less Adjacent Transition (LAT) coding mech-

anism is introduced. Since the LAT code is derived from 2D No

Adjacent Transition (NAT) code [10], we briefly review the NAT

coding scheme which is used on 2D design and can reduce the

bus crosstalk delay. Through analytical analysis, we show that the

NAT code is impractical to apply in 3D ICs. Then we propose the

LAT code for 3D designs which can minimize the crosstalk delay

in TSV arrays while maintain the coding overhead within reasonable

range. Considering the non-negligible overhead, we further propose

the overhead optimization schemes. Finally, the heuristic strategy of

encoder and decoder (CODEC) designs are given.

A. Preliminaries in 2D NAT Code

In the coding scheme, the original input is defined as dataword
and the data after coding is called codeword. The coding scheme is

used to design a sequence of codeword that satisfy several constraints

and map each dataword into the corresponding codeword. Due to the

constraints, usually the codeword width is longer than that of the

dataword, resulting in high coding overhead and potentially larger

power consumption. In order to minimize both crosstalk and power,

the NAT coding scheme is proposed [10]. In addition to the Transition

Signaling and the Limited Weighted Code, NAT coding scheme

constrains that no adjacent transition is allowed.

Transition Signaling defines that the transition takes place only

when the input bit is a 1. For example, if the codeword is 00100,

then the middle wire in the bus changes to its compliment value while
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Fig. 2. Framework overview of signal transmission with LAT coding scheme.

others remain unchanged. The encoder and decoder can be simply

constructed with XOR gates. The number of 1’s in the dataword is

called the data weight. Limited Weighted Code is a coding method

that limits the maximum weight in the codeword. Therefore, the

number of transitions is bounded by the maximum weight. Combining

these two transmission techniques, the NAT coding mechanism

restricts that no adjacent 1s are allowed in the codeword, therefore,

crosstalk is eliminated because no adjacent transitions are allowed.

Furthermore, power consumption with NAT is reduced because it is

proportional to the maximum weight.

This coding scheme can be easily applied to a 2D bus since in

crosstalk analysis, each wire usually only considers two adjacent

wires. However, the adjacency concept in 3D designs has changed.

Therefore, if we still apply the rule that no adjacent 1s are allowed in

the codeword, it would mean that every 1 requires eight surrounding

0s. In consequence, the codeword overhead is extremely large. A Less

Adjacent Transition (LAT) coding scheme is proposed to handle this

unique 3D crosstalk challenge.

B. 3D ω-LAT Code

The framework overview of signal transmission with LAT code is

shown in Figure 2. The data input first goes through the LAT encoder

to generate the corresponding codeword. Before transmission, the

transition signaling encoder which is constructed with XOR gates is

applied. At the receiver side, the decoding steps (transition signaling

decoder and LAT decoder) are performed to generate the final data

output.

Before introducing the LAT coding scheme, we need to clarify two

concepts that are used in the analysis.

Definition For each single TSV i, all the surrounding eight TSVs,

including diagonal TSVs and horizontal/vertical TSVs are called i’s
adjacent TSVs. The victim TSV and its eight adjacent TSVs construct

a 3×3 TSV array, which is called TSV subarray throughout this paper.

As illustrated in previous section, it is impossible to have no

adjacent transitions in a 3D TSV array. Therefore, we relax this

requirement and propose a ω-LAT code. ω represents the maximum

weight for every TSV subarray, that is, every TSV and its eight

adjacencies. By restricting the maximum weight, we can minimize

the worst case crosstalk delay within each subarray as shown in the

following.

Lemma 1: For each ω-LAT code when ω ≤ 5, the crosstalk class

of the transmission will not exceed (ω − 1)*2C.

Proof: From the definition, we can see that crosstalk class is

determined from δi,j . In a TSV subarray, if the transition direction of

the middle TSV i is opposite to the transition of its direct neighbor

j, then δi,j equals to 2. Therefore, for a ω-LAT code, the worst

case of crosstalk delay happens when the signal for middle TSV is

1 and signals for ω − 1 of its horizontal/vertical neighbors are 1s,

meanwhile, the transition directions of these TSVs are in opposite.

In this case, the crosstalk is maximum and the class is (ω − 1)*2C.

Since each subarray follows this rule, this conclusion can be easily

applied to a N×N TSV array which contains multiple subarrays.

Next, we will introduce how to calculate the code cardinality

of a ω-LAT code that can satisfy the one-to-one mapping between

codeword and dataword. Due to the calculation complexity, we only

show the analytical analysis of a 3×N TSV array. The terms that are

used in the following analysis are shown below:

d = dataword bitwidth

N = the number of TSV columns in the codeword, therefore, the

codeword bitwidth is 3 ∗N
αc = the weight of column c, since we only consider 3 rows, αc

cannot exceed 3

T (β, c) = the number of codewords (code cardinality) when the

TSV array has c columns and the weight of each subarray is exactly

β
Tω(c) = the number of codewords with c TSV columns when the

maximum weight of each subarray is ω
Based on the definitions and known conditions, the code cardinality

with maximum weight ω can be calculated as follows:

Tω(N) =
∑

∀c,αc+αc+1+αc+2≤ω

N∏
c=0

(
3

αc

)
(3)

In this equation, we assume that each column has weight αc, and

the weight in consecutive three columns cannot exceed ω. When

N is small, the value of Tω(N) can be generated with enumeration.

However, when size N increases, it is infeasible to solve this equation

within polynomial time. Alternatively, we consider the feasible lower

bound of code cardinality which can be described with the following

equation:

Tω(N) ≥
ω∑

∀c,αc+αc+1+αc+2=0

N∏
c=0

(
3

αc

)
=

ω∑
β=0

T (β,N) (4)

where β is the total weight for any consecutive three columns as

defined. The above equation can calculate the code cardinality’s lower

bound because it sacrifices the coding flexibility.

In Equation 4, we constrain that the total weight in any consecutive

three columns (consecutive subarray) are the same to provide the

lower bound. The calculation can be done in inductive procedure.

Since each subarray contains the same weight, the equation αN−3 +
αN−2 + αN−1 = αN−2 + αN−1 + αN = β is held. Therefore,

the weight in column N should be the same as in column N −
3, meaning the weights in every three columns are the same. The

following equation is constructed assuming N is an integer multiple

of 3:

T (β,N) =
∑

α1+α2+α3=β

[(
3

α1

)(
3

α2

)(
3

α3

)]N
3

T (β,N + 1) =
∑

α1+α2+α3=β

[(
3

α1

)(
3

α2

)(
3

α3

)]N
3
(

3

α1

)

T (β,N + 2) =
∑

α1+α2+α3=β

[(
3

α1

)(
3

α2

)(
3

α3

)]N
3
(

3

α1

)(
3

α2

)

(5)

Note that the previous equations can be used to derive the codeword

count when N ≥ 3. For N smaller than 3, enumeration is applied
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Fig. 3. The overhead caused by redundant TSVs with different ω. The
horizontal axis is the bitwidth of dataword and the vertical axis is the overhead
percentage.

to get the code cardinality. Given the value of β, all the possible

combinations of α1, α2, and α3 subjected to α1 +α2 +α3 = β are

enumerated and the corresponding code cardinality is calculated.

In order to satisfy the mapping between dataword and codeword,

we should find the minimal N such that Tω(N) ≥ 2d. Therefore,

the overhead can be calculated from 3∗N−d
d

. The coding overhead

with respect to the input data bitwidth is shown in Figure 3.

When the ω is reduced, the overhead increases to achieve lower

crosstalk delay. The upper bounds of ω =2, 3, and 4 are 190%,

100%, and 90%, respectively. The overhead of ω=2, which means the

maximum crosstalk in transmission is 2C, is significantly larger than

the other two cases. When the data bitwidth is smaller than 15, the

overhead grows proportionally with the increased data input. After

that, it varies within a small range and approaches the asymptotic

upper bound. Note that the calculated cardinality is the lower bound

of ω-LAT code, therefore, the overhead is the upper limit. Even

though the overhead in LAT is larger than 3D CAC [16] with 4C and

6C crosstalk reduction, it is significantly smaller when the crosstalk

is aggressively reduced to 2C. Moreover, the estimated overhead in

3D CAC is a lower bound while our overhead is the upper bound.

C. LAT Code Optimization

In order to reduce the code overhead, the first simple technique

we can apply is bus inverting [18]. A global weight detector is used

to determine if the dataword’s weight exceeds d/2. If the weight is

larger than d/2, we change the input data to its complement. The

bus inverting bit is set at the transmitter side which will indicate

the reverse operation at the receiver side. Therefore, the codeword

cardinality only needs to be larger than 2(d−1). The weight detector

can be implemented with hamming distance circuits by comparing

the hamming distance between data input and all 0’s.

The main purpose of LAT coding scheme is to restrict the weight

in the TSV subarray for crosstalk minimization. Therefore, if the

dataword doesn’t violate this restriction, we don’t need to perform

the coding. By excluding the qualified dataword, we can reduce the

number of inputs that needs to be encoded, and further reduce the

codeword length and overhead. In this case, a local weight detector

is needed to determine if every TSV subarray has its weight smaller

than ω. If the dataword doesn’t need the encoding, the encoding bit

is reset and the encoder is disabled. The data input is directly sent to

the receiver through TSV arrays. In total, d/3 − 2 number of 9-bit

weight detectors are required.

The block diagram of the optimized coding mechanism at the

transmitter side is shown in Figure 4. In the optimization scheme,

two extra bits are needed: a bus inverting bit and an encoding bit.

The receiver side performs decoding and bus inverting based on these

Fig. 4. The overview of signal transmission procedure after overhead
optimization.

two signal bits accordingly. According to the previous analysis, the

codeword length is decided by finding the minimal N to satisfy the

following condition:

Tω(N) ≥ 2(d−1) − Tω(d/3) (6)

Equation 4 is used to calculate the lower bound of Tω(N).
Table I show the coding overhead comparison of LAT code with

and without optimization when ω = 4. From the results, for small

input size, large overhead saving can be obtained. For example, if we

need to encode a 5-bit data input, after optimization, only 3 TSVs

would be needed. Considering the two added signal bits, there is no

overhead. Nevertheless, as the data input size increases, the overhead

saving is reduced. It is because when the input size increases, the

percentage of qualified patterns (ratio of Tω(d/3) to 2d) is reduced.

Meanwhile, in the optimization scheme, the size of both global

and local weight detectors grows linearly with increasing dataword

length. The corresponding power consumption and detection delay

increase with longer input, therefore, the power and delay saving

from crosstalk minimization is sacrifices. The design tradeoff should

be carefully considered to obtain the optimal power and performance.

D. Heuristic LAT CODEC Design

In LAT design, each subarray should contain weight no more

than ω. The codeword cardinality changes with different ω values,

therefore, it is hard to design a universal encoder and decoder for

every possible ω and data bitwidth. The CODEC can be designed

only after the codeword length is determined through data bitwidth

and ω during design time. In general, two levels of comparators are

needed in the encoder. The first level is used to decide the weight

in each TSV subarray and the second level is used to select the

combination of α1 to α3. In the following analysis, we assume ω=4,

data bitwidth equals to 16, and a data input value of 1024 as an

example to explain the CODEC design.

Based on the configuration, the required TSV column to encode

16-bit data is 9 and the total codeword bitwidth is 27. The codeword

cardinalities with weights equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are 1, 81, 2268,

24060, 61398, respectively. Therefore, we need five comparators on

the first level, where each has a value 1, 82, 2350, 26410, and 87808,

respectively. These comparators operate in parallel to reduce timing

overhead. Data 1024 is within the range of 82 to 2350, therefore, the

weight in each subarray should be 2.

The possible number of combinations of α1 to α3 is fixed when

the subarray weight is known. For maximum weight of 4, 12 combi-

nations are generated, therefore in the second level, 12 comparators

are needed. For each combination, we can calculate the codeword
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TABLE I
CODING OVERHEAD COMPARISON RESULTS OF WITH AND WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION.

Data Bitwidth Optimized original reduced ratio overhead reduction
column overhead (%) column overhead (%) (

Tω(d/3)

2d
) (%)

5 1 -40 2 20 25 60
10 3 -10 5 50 25 60
15 8 60 9 80 4.04 20
20 11 65 12 80 0.38 15
25 15 80 15 80 0.02 0

cardinality and determine the α1 to α3 combination. For example,

the input 1024 should be encoded with α1 = 1, α2 = 0 and α3 = 1.

Next, we need to decide the row position of 1s. The total weight

is 6 from the value of α. For column containing 1s, we define a

coefficient k, and k is 0, 1, or 2 when the 1-valued bit is on row 0,

1, or 2. Therefore, the data value can be represented in k0 ∗30+k1 ∗
31 + ... + k5 ∗ 35. In the last step, we calculate the value of these

coefficients and generate the codeword. For example, the coefficients

of k0 to k5 for data 1024 are 0, 2, 2, 2, 1, and 0, respectively.

The 16-bit comparator is implemented and synthesized with Nan-

gate 45nm library using Synopsys Design Compiler. The total area

consumed by the two-level comparators is about 4264μm2 while the

signal delay of each level is about 0.86ns. Pipeline design can be

used to reduce the timing overhead from CODEC.

At the decoder side, we first use one weight detector to examine

the weight of one TSV subarray. After that, three weight detectors

are applied on each column in the subarray to determine α1 to α3

combination. And based on the row position of the 1-valued bit, we

can get the coefficient and the data input.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we perform the evaluation of our proposed ω-

LAT coding scheme and compare our scheme with two 3D crosstalk

elimination mechanisms: ShieldUS [15] and 3D CAC code [16]. First,

we introduce the power model to analyze the interconnect power

consumption of these three mechanisms. After that, the crosstalk

reduction analysis and effectiveness on real benchmark traces are

shown.

A. Interconnect Power Analysis

Because of the capacitive crosstalk in interconnects, the dynamic

power consumption of each TSV Pk mainly comes from two parts:

the switching power P s
k caused by wire transition and the coupling

power P c
k caused by inter-wire transition [19]. The total power

consumption can be obtained by P =
∑3N

k=1 P
s
k +
∑3N−1

k=1 P c
k . In

order to avoid redundant summation of same item, we consider three

adjacencies, the south, east and southeast of each TSV in the crosstalk

power. Similar to the analysis in [10], the equation of P s
k is shown

as follows:

P s
k =

1

2
CLV

2
DD ∗ Pr(trans) (7)

where Pr(trans) represents the probability of transition in TSV

k. Due to the increased number of neighbors, the value of P c
k can

be calculated from the following equation:

P c
k = CcV

2
DD ∗ Pr(Vk(t

+) �= Vk+1(t
+)) ∗ Et(k, k + 1)

+ CcV
2
DD ∗ Pr(Vk(t

+) �= Vk+3(t
+)) ∗ Et(k, k + 3)

+ CdV
2
DD ∗ Pr(Vk(t

+) �= Vk+4(t
+)) ∗ Et(k, k + 4) (8)

where k + 1, k + 3, and k + 4 denote the south, east and

southeast adjacencies of TSV k. Pr(Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+)) repre-

sents the probability of different voltage between TSV k and its

TABLE II
THE POWER CONSUMPTION RELATED PARAMETERS COMPARISON

BETWEEN UNCODED, SHIELDUS, 3D 6C CAC, AND 3-LAT SCHEMES.

code Pr(trans) Pr(Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+)) Etc(k, k + 1)
uncoded 0.5 0.5 1
ShieldUS 0.5 0.5 ≤ 1
6C CAC 0.5 0.367 1
4-LAT 0.4079 0.5 0.8159

neighbor after transition. Etc(k, k + 1) is the expected number

of transitions in (Vk(t
−), Vk+1(t

−)) → (Vk(t
+), Vk+1(t

+)) when

Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+).

Compared to uncoded data transmission, the coding scheme

changes the probability of transition and the expected value of

transition count between two coupled TSVs. Table II shows the

parameter values when the input bitwidth is 15 in uncoded cases,

ShieldUS, 3D CAC, and the proposed ω-LAT schemes. Due to space

limitation, the difference between boundary and middle TSVs are

not listed. For fair comparison, we choose ω as 4 and the 3D 6C

CAC, which means that the maximum crosstalk is 6C. Since 3D

CAC doesn’t consider the diagonal TSVs, we hereby assume that the

parameters in diagonal TSVs are the same as in direct neighbors.

For uncoded and ShieldUS, the input data doesn’t have any

constraints, therefore, Pr(trans) and Pr(Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+)) are

all 1
2

. The transition count between two TSVs is hard to predict

in ShieldUS since it is still highly dependent on the input data.

Nevertheless, the expected transition should be smaller than uncoded

cases due to the shielding effect.

For 6C CAC, we implement and calculate the valid patterns count

to code a 16 bit data. The Pr(Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+)) is smaller than

0.5 in 6C CAC because this coding scheme only contains the valid

pattern. Valid pattern is determined by the complemental value count

in the four neighbors. For example, the definition of a valid 2C pattern

is that for the central TSV, only one out of four direct neighbors can

has its complement value. Therefore, the probability that two nearby

bits have different values reduces from 1
2

to 1
4

.

In 4-LAT cases, since transition signaling is applied, therefore,

transition happens only when the encoded data is 1. By limiting the

weight in each subarray, we can reduce the probability of transition.

Pr(trans) can be calculated as
∑ω

β=0
β
9
∗ T (β,N)
Tω(N)

. When the value of

ω reduces, the transition probability also reduces. If other conditions

are the same and ω changes from 4 to 3, the probability of transition

reduces from 0.4079 to 0.3251.

Note that bit 1 represents transition in LAT, not the voltage value of

the corresponding wire, while in Equation 8, Vk is the voltage value.

We assume in the initial state, Pr(Vk(t
+) �= Vk+1(t

+)) is 1
2

, then

after the transition, the probability of inequality can be calculated

considering two cases: the two initial voltages are the same, and one

goes through a transition; the two initial voltages are different, both go

through transitions or remain unchanged. In each case, Pr(trans) is

used for transition probability. Similarly, the parameter Etc(k, k+1)
can be expressed as the expected number of 1s in TSV k and k+1.

When the parameter λ1 is set as 5.54 [15], for single TSV,

the power consumption is 8.56CLV
2
DD in uncoded cases and
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Fig. 5. The benchmark crosstalk characteristic in 3D cases.

6.98CLV
2
DD in 4-LAT cases, respectively. Due to the TSV overhead

after coding, the total power consumption of 4-LAT is slightly larger

than uncoded cases, however, the average power consumption for

each TSV is 18.46% smaller than uncoded cases.

B. Crosstalk Delay Analysis

In the crosstalk minimization evaluation, we use the extracted data

trace from benchmark SPEC2006 and simulate the transmission time

of ShieldUS, 4C CAC, and 3-LAT. The architecture simulator GEM5

is used for memory data trace extraction. Each benchmark is executed

with four cores and the Ruby memory model is used to connect

cores to memory. The 3D crosstalk classification of the data trace

is analyzed with our implemented crosstalk analyzer and the results

are shown in Figure 5. Most of the data transmissions fall into the

range of 2C to 4C. The data bitwidth is 64 and we divide every 16

bits into one group. Therefore, for every group, we use 4×4 TSVs

in both uncoded and ShieldUS cases, while the TSV arrangements

are 3×9 and 3×10 in 4C CAC and 3-LAT, respectively.

When λ1 is set as 5.54, the transmission delays in 4C CAC and

3-LAT code are the same as 23.16RCL. For fair comparison, in

ShieldUS, we set the delay time of 4C as one clock cycle and

multiple cycle transmission method is used. The sampling interval for

ShieldUS is 100 transmissions. For uncoded cases, the transmission

cycle is determined by the longest crosstalk delay (10C class), which

is 56.4RCL. We also simulate the transmission delay in the ideal

case, which means the clock cycle is flexible and determined only

by the crosstalk delay in each transmission.

Figure 6 shows the average benchmark data transmission delay of

ShieldUS, 4C CAC/3-LAT, and ideal cases normalized to the uncoded

case. Based on the benchmark characteristics, the most transmissions

are in the range of 2C to 4C, therefore, the performance of ShieldUS

is close to the 4C crosstalk minimization schemes (4C CAC and

3-LAT). The 4C crosstalk minimization schemes can guarantee the

transmission time, however, ShieldUS can only reduce the delay

when plenty of data bits are unchanged with no transmission time

guaranteed. Moreover, from the experiment, we find that ShieldUS

sometimes increase the transmission crosstalk.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to the complexity in 3D capacitive crosstalk minimization,

we propose a novel ω-LAT coding scheme to minimize both the

crosstalk and interconnect power consumption overhead in vertical

interconnects. Combining transition signaling and adjacent weight

limitation, the LAT coding can reduce the maximum capacitive

crosstalk to 6C, 4C, or 2C when ω is 4, 3, or 2. An optimized

mechanism is also introduced to reduce the codeword overhead.

Compared with uncoded cases, our proposed coding scheme can

achieve 38% and 58.9% interconnect delay improvement with ω equal

to 4 and 3, respectively. The LAT code can reduce crosstalk to 2C

with affordable overhead compared to 3D crosstalk avoidance code.

Fig. 6. The transmission time results of ideal case, ShieldUS, and 6C
crosstalk minimization schemes normalized to uncoded case.
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